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Introduction: 

Edgar Allen Poe was well-known in the 1800’s and has become even more popular 

today. One of his most well-known works, “The Cask of Amontillado” is frequently referred to 

as his most perfect short story. It has been referred as one of the best short stories in the world. 

While it is seemingly simple, it contains multiple examples of irony. Every line and comment 

supports the entirety or harmony of outcome that Poe aspired to attain (CliffsNotes.com, 2016).  

 

A Look into Poe’s Life: 

Many people recognize Edgar Allan Poe by his most famous poem “The Raven”, while 

others may know him by some of his creepy and dark tales like “The Fall of the House of Usher” 

or “The Tell-tale Heart”. Edgar wrote many stories about murder, revenge, torture, the plague, 

being buried alive, and insanity. In Poe’s time, many of his poems and stories were not accepted 

well because they were viewed as really dark, and this frightened people (poestories.com, 2018). 

Edgar Allan Poe’s parents were actors who were part of a production company in Boston, 

Massachusetts. Poe’s mother and father passed away before he was three years old and he was 

raised by John Allan who was a successful shipper from Richmond, Virginia. When he was 

young, Poe went to the greatest schools possible, and was admitted to the University of Virginia 

at Charlottesville in 1825 where he excelled educationally, but had to dropout less than a year 

after joining because he had bad debts, and little support financially from Allan. His relationship 

with Allan disintegrated when he returned to Richmond in 1827; Poe enlisted in the army and 

published his first collection of poetry: “Tamerlane, and Other Poems”. This collection was not 
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popular with reviewers and readers, and when he published “Al Aaraaf, Tamerlane, and Minor 

Poems” received only a little more attention when it was published in 1829 

(PoetryFoundation.com, 2018). Poe started selling short stories to magazines, and in 1835, he 

became the editor of the Southern Literary in Richmond. He moved in with his aunt and cousin, 

Virginia. In 1836, when Virginia was fourteen, she married Poe (Poets.org, 2018) “The 

Premature Burial” is one of Poe’s five tales that talk about the subject of being buried alive. In 

the story, a man who suffers from seizures is scared that he will be buried alive after accidentally 

being mistaken for dead. Sadly, this was not unusual during Poe’s time. Most people died at 

home and were buried without being embalmed, and newspapers occasionally reported cases 

where people heard the yells of the wrongfully buried and came to their aid (Biography.com, 

2016) There are many theories and rumors as to how Poe died such as: beating, cooping, murder, 

alcohol abuse, and accidentally being buried alive, but no one really knows for sure how this 

famous poet and author really passed on.  

 

 

 

Summary: 

The plot of The Cask of Amontillado is actually very simple. The narrator Montresor 

states that an old friend of his named Fortunato injured him multiple times and insulted him 

recently. Montresor could stand no more, and he vowed revenge on Fortunato. The rest of the 

story tells of Montresor’s ways of trapping Fortunato and how he carried out his revenge on 

Fortunato. In the story, Montresor had never told Fortunato of his hatred and unforgiveness. 

During a carnival one evening, Montresor put his evil plain into motion with great confidence 
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that he wouldn’t be caught. Actually, at the end of the story, the readers are sure that this is the 

case. Montresor knew that Fortunato considered himself an expert of fine wines, by and he 

flattered him by asking his opinion on a newly owned cask of Amontillado. He tempted 

Fortunato with the exceptional liquor, and even pretended that the vaults where the wine was 

stored had too much dankness for Fortunato’s condition. Still, Fortunato was set on trying the 

wine and insisted that Montresor take him to his home. Montresor complied and wrapped 

himself in a cloak so he wouldn’t be recognized. He had earlier let off the servants for the night 

while using the excuse for the carnival so he would not arouse Fortunato’s suspicions and also so 

no one would witness him committing this horrible crime he planned to commit. Montresor had 

been planning this most horrible type of crime for quite some time and ironically decided to 

commit it during the carnival time. As they inclined down the vaults, Fortunato walked unevenly 

and the bells on his hat jingled as they walked, further producing a festive carnival atmosphere 

which ironically will soon end with the death of unfortunate Fortunato. As they passed through 

the vaults, the dankness caused Fortunato to cough relentlessly. Montresor offered Fortunato a 

bottle of Medoc wine to help with the cough. Although this seems like a kind act ironically, 

Montresor only tried to help Fortunato so he could keep him alive to get him to where he planned 

on burying the unfortunate Fortunato. Fortunato drank some of the Medoc and again became 

lively and the bells on his cap once again jingled. Fortunato toasted the narrator’s passed on 

ancestors and Montresor returned the toast to Fortunato’s “long life” which is another example of 

irony that Poe used because if things went Montresor’s way, Fortunato wouldn’t survive the 

night. Fortunato noted the extensiveness of the vaults and Montresor told him that he had heard 

that the Montresor’s were a large family. In his drunkenness, Fortunato told him that he had 

forgotten what Montresor’s coat of arms was which is an example of the insults that made 
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Montresor hate Fortunato. Montresor stated that his family’s coat of arms had a large human foot 

of gold in a field azure, and the foot crushes a serpent who’s fangs were imbedded in the heel, 

and the Montresor family motto was “Nemo me impune lacessit.” which means “No one attacks 

me with impunity.” The motto and the coat of arms also imply that the narrator’s family history 

was filled with acts of revenge (CliffsNotes.com, 2016).  Later in the journey, Fortunato makes a 

gesture with his hand that is a secret sign of the Masons, an elite organization. Montresor doesn’t 

recognize this gesture, even though he claims to be a Mason. When Fortunato asks for proof of 

his Masonry, Montresor shows him his trowel, and the implication is that Montresor is actually 

an actual stonemason. Fortunato says he must be joking, and they continue on. They walk into a 

vault where human bones decorated three of the four walls. The bones from the fourth wall litter 

the ground and on the exposed wall is a small hole. Montresor tells Fortunato that the 

Amontillado is being stored there and the heavily intoxicated Fortunato goes to the back of the 

hole. Montresor unexpectedly chains Fortunato to a stone. While taunting Fortunato with an 

offer to leave, Montresor begins to wall up the entrance to the small tomb. Confused, Fortunato 

screamed repeatedly as Montresor built the first layer of the wall. As the alcohol wore off, 

Fortunato began to moan, afraid and destitute. As Montresor built more layers, Fortunato became 

silent. Just as Montresor was about to finish, Fortunato laughed as if Montresor was playing a 

joke, but Montresor wasn’t joking. Fortunato made a final plea: “For the love of God 

Montresor!” and then stopped responding to Montresor, who, after no response called out his 

enemy’s name twice. After he didn’t receive a response, Montresor claimed that his heart felt 

sick because of the dampness of the vaults. He fit the last stone into place and plastered the wall 

closed. His actions were accompanied only by Fortunato’s bells. After he was through, he 
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replaced the bones on the fourth wall, and wrote that for fifty years, no one had disturbed them. 

He concluded with a Latin phrase meaning “May he rest in peace” (Sparknotes.com, 2017).  

 

Uses of Irony in the Story: 

“The Cask of Amontillado” is full of irony, and there are many excellent examples of 

verbal irony in the story. One example of verbal irony is when Fortunato, who is suffering from a 

cold, says “…the cough’s a mere nothing; I shall not die of a cough.” To which Montresor 

replies “True, true.” When in actuality, Montresor knows how Fortunato’s end will come 

(enotes.com, 2018). The story also includes dramatic irony. Dramatic irony refers to when a 

character thinks something is true, yet the audience knows the actual truth of the situation. An 

example of this type of irony is Fortunato’s attire while attending the carnival. Fortunato was 

dressed as a jester though in actuality, it was Montresor who was ridiculed and laughed at 

(bartleby.com).  

 

Conclusion: 

In general, “The Cask of Amontillado” fits very well into Edgar Allan Poe’s statement 

that everything in a well-written story should contribute to a total result. The continuous use of 

irony-the jingling of the bells telling of Fortunato’s death, the carnival atmosphere compared to 

the horrible atrocities, the irony in Fortunato’s name (fortunate), the irony of Montresor’s coat of 

arms-all of these and several more add to the wholeness of this flawless short story. 
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